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The Evolution: Creating a Customer-Centric Operation
As the service industry continues to evolve, field service organizations (FSOs) have realized 
that it isn’t enough just to focus on product or internal KPIs. While these types of KPIs are 
still important to reduce costs and drive productivity, according to Aberdeen, customers 
expect more of service organizations than simply fixing a broken product. Customers 
expect proactive and value added services to differentiate a service organization from being 
“good-enough” to being great. 

Service executives finally realize this.  Customer satisfaction is becoming the top metric 
used to measure success of a FSO; more than operational metrics or profitability, as ultimately 
customer satisfaction can improve the profitability of the entire organization. 

The indicator of customer success, which impacts repeat 
purchase decisions, new customer referrals, and extended 
revenue for the service operation, is how happy your 
customer is at every point in the service interaction. 

So, how does a FSO transform itself from an 
internally-focused, product-focused FSO to a 
customer-focused enterprise?

First, let’s look at the typical metrics that FSOs measure 
that contribute to the ability to create the highest levels of 
customer satisfaction.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

In a recent study published by Strategies for Growth, available in our newest infographic, 
top performing FSO focus on KPIs that you would expect, including the following:

        Customer satisfaction         Total revenue        Total service cost

        Mean time to repair        On-site response time Revenues under SLA/               
contract

Contract renewal           
rates

       Field technician 
       utilization

       First time fix rate

       Customer retention         Service revenue        SLA compliance

       Service parts revenue

1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9

121110

13

Aberdeen also includes Serviceable Asset Uptime/Availability as a common KPI.

Each of these KPIs can be achieved with a field service strategy or plan which includes the 
right technology, the right people, both from an employee as well as from a 3rd party 
contractor perspective, and a comprehensive performance management plan.

Some of the KPIs can actually be counter to one another, such 
as reduced costs and on site response time, so the availability 
of easy to access and easy to understand data is essential 
to the measurement and realignment of the KPIs, and one 
can’t forget the importance as well of having excellent 
leaders to interpret the data. Having qualified leaders is 
critical to evaluate each of these KPIs as they impact 
the #1 KPI, measured by 90% of best-in-class FSOs, 
customer satisfaction.

So, how does an FSO move the needle on customer satisfaction, 
as they’re meeting their internal KPIs? 
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KPIs are Only Part of the Equation
Customers expect more. They’re quick to post on social 
media. They are fast to explore other options if they are 
displeased with the service provided or the other pieces 
of the equation like parts, for instance. However, the 
KPIs above are only part of the satisfaction equation. 
There are other processes or items that affect the overall 
service delivery experience, which impact overall 
satisfaction, and subsequent repeat buying decisions, 
referrals and your good brand.

1. Make it easy for customers to get in touch with your 
FSO, in the ways they prefer, and get entitled to service fast.  

2. Over communicate. Make what’s happening in the process transparent, and 
proactively send that information to your customers. They shouldn’t have to hunt 
for it. 

3. Ensure minimal down time. Better yet, show up before downtime even starts by   
incorporating the newest IoT and M2M technologies into your intelligent scheduling 
process. Proactive, predictive maintenance prevents downtime.

4. Recruit technicians which do more than turn a wrench. They are often the only 
touch point with a customer post sale. Nurture the soft stuff. Train them to be 
sales people. Empower them to suggest ‘how to’ advice, improvements and       
alternatives. Provide them with technology. Adapt to the changing workforce, the 
Millennials, and take advantage of their comfort level with new technologies and 
social media. 3 words: Value-Added-Services.

5. Ask for feedback. Enterprise mobility solutions make it simple to deliver short  
surveys at the end of a service event, which can collect data on the employee, 
product and the process. But don’t stop there. Use this data to fine tune the    
employee as part of the performance management process, the product from an 
engineering, sales and marketing perspective, and the overall service process.  
Find out how satisfied the customer is before they tweet the world.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
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4
No line of sight is a serious problem. You won’t 
know if the contractor is on the way and whether 
they are going to be able to fix the issue if/
when they arrive.

Therefore, visibility of contractor profiles (who, 
what, where), job status and filed claims is 
critical. Customers and internal stakeholders 
require constant communication from a field 
service organization in terms of contractor 
coverage, which jobs have been dispatched 
and real-time activity on site.

Field service management software is critical to 
having line of sight but be cautious of selecting the 
right platform. If the software is too simple, it 
won’t send work 
to the right 
servicer/   
resource.  
If the 
software 
is too 
com-
plex the 
servicers 
won’t 
understand it. 

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Servicers don’t have the time or the desire to keep learning new systems. The best new tool 
with no users is a waste of time and money. For help selecting the right platform download 
Field Technologies Field Service Software Selection Survival Guide. 

AIG Quick Facts

• AIG insurers paid an average 
of $111MM in claims worldwide    
every business day in 2010.

• $17.2B in US Net premiums
• $35B in Statutory Surplus

AIG Warranty Quick Facts

• A+ Better Business Bureau Rating
• Represent the world’s largest and 

most respected brands
• $450MM Service Contracts 

written to date
• $80MM active contracts in force
• $4.5B in Service Contracts 

underwritten since 2005
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Key elements of its transformation strategy:
• Reorienting the business model for customer success
• Deploying and fine tuning technology 
• Driving efficient business processes
• Increasing customer satisfaction
• Increasing customer profitability

Each element above was critical to the overall success of the strategy and was driven 
throughout the business with CEO support.

The first step in the process was reorienting the business model for customer success.
 
This strategy element required realigning the organization to support customer success, 
creating customer advocates at every level, and placing the customer first in all decision 
making. AIG, like all service contract administrators, is a trustee of its client’s customers. 
Its clients are really the manufacturers of products for whom they provide underwriting 
and/or service administration and direct marketing services.  However the end consumer, 
their client’s customer is the most important member of the equation. Unhappy customers 
do not return to purchase additional products, they create negative social posts when 
service is delivered poorly, and they do not renew or purchase 
additional service contracts. So, creating a culture which focuses 
on the client and the client’s customer is essential to 
improving customer satisfaction, which drives additional 
revenue for both AIG’s customers and itself. 

To this end, AIG focused on the following key tactics:

• Understanding its customer touch points
• Creating dashboards to track progress
• Continuously improving its process 

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Customer
Customer Support Team
Business Support Team 

People Services
Executive Team

CEO
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• Transitioning from traditional customer satisfaction metrics to Net Promoter Scores 
(NPS)

• Empowering its team to be proactive, rather than reactive

As a result, AIG was able to manage call volume spikes throughout the holiday season, and 
bring its average talk time, average handle time, average speed of answer and average 
abandon rates in line.

The next step was deploying and fine tuning technology. 

The ServiceOperations platform from ServicePower, as well as its state of the art Pega 
Systems-based CRM and Case Management systems, enables AIG to confidently offer 
appointments to end customers, and fine tune the composition of its 3rd party contractor 
network.  AIG intelligently dispatches work to those best suited for the jobs using rules and 
ranking parameters such as job rejection percentages and number of claims submitted, as 
well as those meeting their service/repair KPIs, such as costs, parts utilizations and cycle 
time.

As a result, AIG has been able to reduce the percentage of rework, or second truck rolls, 
across the 3rd party network. It has also been able to drive down 
its work in progress span to fewer days, as well as reduce its 
time to onsite which measures the number of days from dispatch 
to physically arriving for a scheduled appointment. 

Driving efficient business processes was the next step.

AIG continuously works with its 3rd party networks to 
ensure accurate profile and capacity information in 
ServiceOperations, which contributes to higher percentages 
of accurate, appointments. 

4

CUSTOMER SPOtlight
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Working with its Information Technology and Operational teams, AIG’s enhanced its Open 
Call Management (OCM) process, which every dispatch follows, through enhancements to 
the AIG CRM system, realigned and revised process, as well as new messaging services. 

Elements of the OCM process include:

• Marking emergency jobs as priority, as well as increasing the frequency of follow up for 
these jobs 

• Proactive review and management of dispatch status
 ▪ Servicers with dispatches not accepted within parameters are contacted
 ▪ Dispatches rejected by Servicers are immediately handled
 ▪ End customer follow up is triggered immediately if an appointment is in danger of 

being missed
• Deployment of an Outbound “day after” IVR

 ▪ AIG contacts 100% of customers the day after a scheduled appointment if a claim 
has not been filed or a status has not changed, such as ordering a part

• Seven day follow-up
 ▪ Dispatches are pushed to a follow-up queue seven days after appointment scheduled 

date if not in a completed status

AIG also defined several agent actions throughout the OCM 
process that were essential to improving end customer  
satisfaction. Key actions taken by AIG agents during the 
OCM process are:

• Agents contact consumer directly at critical points 
in process, via both phone and email

• Agents contact servicers directly for status checks
• Agents escalate dispatches with back ordered parts 

to ensure parts are sourced in a timely manner and   
appointment commitments are not impacted

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT
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• Agents order parts directly on behalf of servicers when 
needed 

• Continuously provide customers status information

Increasing customer satisfaction

Through reorienting the business to a customer-centric 
culture and the combination of improved OCM processes 
and utilization of the ServicePower and Pega technology, 
AIG has demonstrated an increase in customer satisfaction, 
visible in the following metrics:

• Decreased escalations related to service provider issues
• Positive NPS 
• Increased proactive touches with end customers
• Decreased time to onsite
• Decreased in progress time
• Improved first time fix rates

AIG has also increased customer profitability.

The transformation not only increased customer satisfaction, but it’s also yielded           
increased customer profitability, including:

• Decreased cost per claim, in terms of phone minutes
• Decreased concession costs
• Lower labor costs
• Lower parts utilization and overall parts costs
• Decreased concessions, in terms of gift cards and product replacements
• Increased end customer sales, in terms of subsequent product purchases, contract 

renewals and new contract sales

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT
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CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

AIG is an example of a field service organization that truly understands what analysts 
like Aberdeen and Strategies for Growth have discussed. The customer is number one.

The field service environment has changed significantly. Though it’s still important to 
focus on internal metrics which decrease service costs and improve efficiencies, field 
service organizations must focus on the end customer. The end customer holds the 
power in our service ecosystem. They expect more than repair service. They expect 
field service to be proactive, ensuring we put technology and process in place to ensure 
they are taken care of when promised, and perhaps before they even know the need 
for service exists. They want skills technicians whom can also provide something extra, 
like ‘how to’ information. They want us to recognize their value and change our culture 
such that it focuses on their satisfaction as our number one most important task.  
Customer satisfaction impacts every repeat purchase decision, every new customer 
referral and social media post, and any additional revenue from renewals or new sales. 

Customer satisfaction is the top metric we need to focus on today.  AIG has transformed 
their organization to do just that!
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